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Project Overview 

The goal of this website is to inform the reader about galaxies but also just show cool photos of 
space. Get people excited about space through cool imagery. 

Resources 

The Wikipedia page has good content and images. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy 

Audience 

The audience will include classmates and professor in addition to possible employers. It could really end 
up being anyone though. 

Message 

I want to get people excited about space through pretty pictures.  

Tone 

I want to invoke awe in the reader at the size and complexity of space. 

Visual Style 

I want the page to be mostly occupied by imagery and big titles with minimal description. I was thinking 
having a black background so the images kind of just blend into the page. That way the images of the 
galaxies don’t have an edge. I think white text would look best on this black background.  

 

- Nav bar on top 
- I want it to be understandable by kids but for people of all ages 
- Big images and big simple text 

o Only a couple sentences of explanation 
- Make it cute and exciting maybe throw a couple pics of astronauts floating around or something 
- Main page 

o Just what is a galaxy (small paragraph) 
o What is the Milky way (small paragraph) 
o Center the paragraphs with white text on the black background 
o Big pretty pictures for both 

- Types of galaxies 
o Really just a list 
o Big text with name 
o Big pictures next to text 
o Small 1-3 sentence explanation under name 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy


- Formation and evolution 
o 2 paragraphs about how galaxies form 
o Big pictures 
o Similar to the style of the main page 

- List of nearby galaxies 
o Have 8 of them 
o Similar style to types of galaxies 

 


